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Light-weighting is a new scope in the automotive industry to accommodate new emission regulations. The parts
produced with conventional metallic materials are replaced with parts produced by using light weight or high
strength materials, to obtain light weighted equivalents of the same strength. Foam core sandwich structures, high
strength steels, composite materials are the most used alternative materials. Syntactic foams that show outstanding
performance in case of high-speed collisions have an excellent utility as energy absorbers in vehicle crash boxes.
Syntactic foams are modeled in crash boxes at various filling rates and filling patterns in the context of this study.
As results of the FEM analyses, it is observed that syntactic foams have excellent crash performance, as well as
weight-reducing effect in vehicle crash boxes.
DOI: 10.12693/APhysPolA.132.734
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1. Introduction
Syntactic foam materials are produced by adding microbubbles into a matrix material. Due to the contribution of the microbubbles, matrix materials obtain low
density, low heat conductance, low moisture absorbance,
and closed cell foam structures. Syntactic foams provide
lightness in the structures in which they are used. With
these features, the syntactic foam materials are used in
aviation, space and marine industries. In these structures, usually empty glass micro balloons are used as cell
material and epoxy, polyurethane, and metal materials
are used as matrix material [1–5]. The syntactic foams
have high compression strength under static and dynamic
loads [6–11]. For that reason, they are excellent candidate core materials for sandwich structures with composite face sheets [12–15]. Syntactic foams show strain rate
sensitivity, depending on the micro glass bubbles percentage. Yazici presented a syntactic foam by adding micro
glass bubbles and silicone rubber into polyurethane resin
and obtained dynamic compression strength nine times
higher than that of the quasi-static case [5].
Shunmugasamy et al. observed that with the increase of the strain rate, compression strength also increases [16]. When the adequately high loads are applied
to the syntactic foams, some damages, such as micro
glass bubbles collapses, and glass bubbles/matrix interface cracks, can occur. Therefore, researchers have developed a higher strength syntactic foams by reinforcing
the matrix material with short and long fibers [17, 18].
In compliance with the new official low CO2 emission regulations for the automotive industry, comprehensive studies are conducted to decrease the weight of
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the vehicles and to increase safety [19–21]. The displacement of the crash boxes in the direction of the vehicle
body, which will happen in a frontal crash of a vehicle,
presents great importance, regarding the safety of the
driver and of the passengers. Therefore, at the instant
of the collision, the loads coming from the bumper towards the car body are absorbed by the crash boxes at
certain levels. For this reason, crash boxes are developed using the highly attenuating materials. The researchers have experimented with the foam materials by
filling the empty volumes in the impacts absorbers, and
the strength values of the crash elements were improved [20, 21]. The syntactic foam materials can be used
in the vehicle crash boxes because of their high energy
absorbing properties besides their light weight [22].
In this study, the aluminum crash boxes are modeled
by filling the empty volumes with syntactic foam materials and finite elements analyses are performed. Micro
glass bubble/epoxy syntactic foam characteristics were
taken from the literature data [11], and Johnson-Cook
parameters were calculated. Thus, in the finite element
analyses, crash box impact energy absorption levels with
the various syntactic foam filling configurations are observed. Moreover, to decrease the reaction forces between
the car body and crash box, various syntactic foam filling configurations are developed, and the optimum case
is presented.
2. Materials and methods
The crash boxes transform the kinetic energy into
another form of energy at the instant of the crash. Therefore, the impact absorbers are manufactured from materials with high absorption specifications and geometries.
It is considered that using the syntactic foam materials
which show high performance under sudden impacts and
dynamic weights in the crash boxes in the automotive
industry can be an alternative to the conventional crash
box materials.
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TABLE I

Parameters for the Al6061 Johnson-Cook plasticity model [23].
A
B
Qmelt Qtrans.
ε̇0
n
m
C
[MPa] [MPa]
[K]
[1/s]
[K]
Al 6061 324.1 113.8 0.42 925 293.2 1.34 0.002 1

Materials

TABLE II
Parameters for the Al6061 Johnson-Cook dynamic failure
model [23].

Fig. 1.

Materials
Al 6061

Crash boxes.

d2
-0.77

d2
1.45

d3
0.47

d4
0.0

d5
1.6

TABLE III
Parameters for the syntactic foam elastic model [11].
Materials

Density
[g/cm3 ]

Young’s modulus
[MPa]

Poisson’s
ratio

Syntactic
foams

0.3

1650

0.2

TABLE IV
Parameters for the syntactic foams Johnson-Cook plasticity model [11].
Fig. 2.

Crash boxes models for six considered cases.

In this context, by modeling syntactic foam materials placed into aluminum crash boxes with dimensions of
70 × 70 × 200 mm3 , analyses were made for six different
cases, which are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The syntactic
foam material is filling the crash boxe entirely in the 1st
case, 1/2 in the 2nd case and 1/4 in the 3rd case. For the
4th case, the model was created without syntactic foam
while the 5th case was modeled with 8 mm thick wall of
syntactic foam. For the 6th case, the wall thickness of
syntactic foam was set to 16 mm.

Materials

A
[MPa]

B
[MPa]

n

Syntactic
foams

15

0.01

0.0001

m

C

ε̇0
[1/s]

0.105

3500

Parameters for the Al6061 Johnson-Cook plasticity
model and Johnson-Cook dynamic failure model are given in Table I and Table II [23]. Parameters for the
syntactic foam elastic model and Johnson-Cook plasticity model are shown in Tables III and IV, respectively.
Table V demonstrates the mass of syntactic foam materials for the crash box at different conditions.

TABLE V
Foam geometries and configurations used in finite element analysis models.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

1/1

1/2

1/4

144 g

72 g

288 g

3. Finite element analysis
The mesh structure of modeled crash boxes was created with HyperMesh for all six different cases. The model

Case 4
Without
syntactic
foams

Case 5
8 mm wall
thickness

Case 6
16 mm wall
thickness

119 g

207 g

boundary conditions and analysis conditions of crash
boxes have been set up by Abaqus/Explicit 6.12.1 FEA
software. In the aluminum crash box, 7376 linear
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quadrilateral elements were utilized. According to different shape and size of foam fillers, from 10816 to 41540
linear hexahedral elements for foam infill FE models were
used. The linear quadrilateral elements and linear hexahedral elements were S4R and C3D8R types respectively of Abaqus software [24]. A rigid wall, which has

Fig. 3.

Deformation of the crash boxes at 1, 3 and 4.5 ms time scales.

The modeling of the crash boxes internal volume with
syntactic foam material in different cases has shown
that the displacement values are not equal to each
other. As can be seen in Fig. 4, with the increase of the
foam ratio in the crash boxes, the displacement values
decrease. That means the transferred energy from the
crash boxes to the car body is affected by the syntactic
foam filling configuration and ratio.

Fig. 4.
ses.

64 km/h initial velocity was put in contact with the crash
boxes during 5 ms to simulate a frontal collision between
a vehicle and the rigid wall. During the collision event,
the vehicle crash box displacement, shape changes, and
energy damping behavior were investigated (Fig. 3).

Maximum displacements for all considered ca-

The desired reaction force generated in the vehicle during the crash should be small, regarding passenger and
driver safety. Figure 5 shows time-dependent variations
of the reaction force, acting on the crash boxes, for different designed cases. When Al crash boxes are modeled
fully filled with syntactic foam material (Case 1), there

is a very high initial reaction force. In the Case 2 (1/2
foam filler) and Case 3 (1/4 foam filler), the observed
crash event has two different characters. From the beginning of the rigid wall-crash box contact to the frontal
surface of foam block the reaction forces were at very low
level. After the foam fillers were involved into the crash
event, the reaction forces increased abruptly.

Fig. 5. Car body and crash box reaction force variation
for all crash box configurations, as function of collision
time.

Impact load of crash box, depending on elastic and
plastic compression deformation during a crash event is
shown in Fig. 6. The areas under the curves in Fig. 6,
demonstrate absorbed energy for each of the designed
crash boxes. The low energy absorption capability of the
Case 2 and Case 3, compared to the other crash box
designs, is evident from Fig. 6.
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